DYNAMIC SIGNAGE & VEHICLE COUNTERS
Parking Lot Open/Full Signs

- CountEASE is the module of EASE, the Parking Management Software (PMS), that counts vehicles entering and exiting the parking lot.
- Upon lot FULL indication:
  - Ticket printing may be disabled so that no new transient vehicles may enter the lot. However, valid pass holders or card holders may still be granted ingress.
  - Ticket printing may be disabled and pass or card holders may be denied entry.
  - Free in gates may be disabled.
- Manually override the lot full status in the software.

COUNTERS
- Automate or utilize in conjunction with manual interaction.
- Counters may be configured via Soft counts (based on software) or Hard counts, based on vehicle detection from loops or other input signals.
- View real-time reporting on current lot occupancy
- Configure counters by laneway, device type, manual action to get exactly the information you need.